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Twenty years ago, a new conceptual paradigm known as ‘receiver psychology’ was introduced to explain
the evolution of animal communication systems. This paradigm advanced the idea that psychological
processes in the receiver’s nervous system influence a signal’s detectability, discriminability and
memorability, and thereby serve as powerful sources of selection shaping signal design. While advancing
our understanding of signal diversity, more recent studies make clear that receiver psychology, as
a paradigm, has been structured too narrowly and does not incorporate many of the perceptual and
cognitive processes of signal reception that operate between sensory transduction and a receiver’s
response. Consequently, the past two decades of research on receiver psychology have emphasized
considerations of signal evolution but failed to ask key questions about the mechanisms of signal
reception and their evolution. The primary aim of this essay is to advocate for a broader receiver
psychology paradigm that more explicitly includes a research focus on receivers’ psychological
landscapes. We review recent experimental studies of hearing and sound communication to illustrate
how considerations of several general perceptual and cognitive processes will facilitate future research
on animal signalling systems. We also emphasize how a rigorous comparative approach to receiver
psychology is critical to explicating the full range of perceptual and cognitive processes involved in
receiving and responding to signals.

© 2011 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

In the two decades since Guilford & Dawkins (1991) published
their now seminal paper on ‘receiver psychology’, the study of how
receivers influence the evolution of animal communication signals
has flourished (Guilford & Dawkins 1993; Rowe 1999; Speed 2000;
Candolin 2003; Rowe & Skelhorn 2004; ten Cate & Rowe 2007).
A hallmark of the receiver psychology approach has been to elucidate the influence of a receiver’s ‘psychological landscape’ on
the evolution of signal design. In introducing the notion of a psychological landscape, Guilford & Dawkins (1991, page 2)
described it as ‘everything about the brain of the receiver animal
that might affect its response to a signal’. Historically, the paradigm emphasizes three features of a receiver’s psychological landscape
that relate to processes influencing a signal’s detectability, discriminability and memorability (Guilford & Dawkins 1991, 1993).
Quite commonly, however, these three features are emphasized only insofar as doing so sheds light on questions about signal
 evolution. After 20 years, it is fair to ask whether an approach called
‘receiver psychology’ actually advances our understanding of the
‘psychology of receivers’, or what Guilford & Dawkins (1991, page 2)
rightly referred to as the ‘bewilderingly complex system of
processors, information-storers and decision-makers’ forming the
receiver’s psychological landscape.

Our objective here is to make the case that the receiver psychology approach is too narrowly conceived and should be
broaderened to integrate more explicitly the full range of perceptual and cognitive processes that operate from sensory transduction
of signals to subsequent behavioural or physiological responses. We
aim to do this by highlighting recent research on several processes
critical to receiving acoustic communication signals and integrating these topics into a more comprehensive view of receivers’
psychological landscapes. As we will illustrate, being on the receiving end of a communicative exchange involves perceptual
and cognitive processes unrelated, or at least not closely related, to
the ways in which a signal’s design determines its detectability,
 discriminability and memorability. A secondary objective is to
emphasize the utility of comparative approaches to the study of
receivers’ psychological landscapes. Receivers across diverse
and distantly related lineages face many of the same fundamental
challenges. Consequently, there is potentially wide scope for
evolution to produce a diversity of mechanistic solutions to
common problems (Gerhardt & Huber 2002). Explaining signal
diversity has been an important goal of the receiver psychology paradigm for two decades now. Discovering and explaining diversity in the mechanisms for receiving and responding to signals should become a goal of this approach for the coming decades.

A PSYCHOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE FOR ACOUSTIC COMMUNICATION

At a conceptual level, distinctions between ‘perceptual’ and ‘cognitive’ processes are ambiguous (Scholl & Leslie 1999), as are those between ‘sensory’ and ‘brain’ mechanisms. Sometimes ‘sensory system’ is misconstrued to mean processing only by the peripheral sense organs. But sensory processing also occurs at much higher levels of the central nervous system (e.g. cortex). Moreover, the modulatory effects of descending efferent innervation on the processing of sensory information at lower levels of the peripheral and central nervous systems are well established (Feng & Ratnam 2000; Müller 2003). It follows that both bottom–up and top–down processes shape many features of a receiver’s psychological landscape. Bottom–up mechanisms are often considered to be automatic and obligatory and responsible for processing basic features of direct sensory input. In this sense, they are ‘stimulus driven’. In contrast, top–down processing reflects the operation of mechanisms related to an animal’s attention, prior experiences and expectations. Top–down processes operate on the output from bottom–up processing, thereby further compounding the difficulty in identifying clear boundaries between perceptual and cognitive components of signal reception. For our discussion, we need not identify such boundaries. Rather, we discuss several processes under the umbrella of perception and cognition that have not been fully integrated into previous conceptualizations of a receiver’s psychological landscape, recognizing they may often involve both top–down and bottom–up mechanisms.

We frame our discussion around acoustic communication. The processes we discuss (sound source perception, social categorization, temporal integration and organization, and decision making) occur in the receiver’s nervous system between sensory transduction and response output. They represent key aspects of receiving acoustic signals and epitomize the types of perceptual and cognitive processes that deserve consideration in terms of receivers’ psychological landscapes. Investigating these features has been fundamental in research on human hearing, speech communication and cognition, and we draw heavily on this literature. An important point to bear in mind is that many of the issues we touch upon are not unique to receiving acoustic signals and have parallels in other sensory modalities, in particular, vision (Miller & Cohen 2010). We purposefully focus on acoustic communication systems, however, because they are among the most comprehensively studied (Gerhardt & Huber 2002; Simmons et al. 2003; Catchpole & Slater 2008; Bradbury & Vehrencamp 2011). In addition, the potential for diversity in receiver solutions to common problems seems high in this modality. The sense of hearing evolved numerous times (Webster et al. 1992), and even within lineages some key features of audition (e.g. tympanic hearing among tetrapod vertebrates) had multiple evolutionary origins (Christensen-Dalsgaard & Carr 2008). Thus, even if receivers across divergent taxa appear to behave similarly in similar situations, there can be no guarantee that precisely the same underlying auditory mechanisms are at work.

In behavioural studies of communication, our only windows into a receiver’s psychological landscape are its behavioural or physiological responses (or lack thereof) to signals. Thus, a key challenge to implementing experimental research on perceptual and cognitive processes in acoustic communication systems is isolating them in the context of complex and often reciprocal behavioural interactions between signalers and receivers. The studies described below did so successfully using techniques ranging from field playback experiments eliciting natural behaviours in natural habitats to traditional psychoacoustic methods based on conditioned responses in laboratory sound chambers.

SOUND SOURCE PERCEPTION

A major focus of research on human hearing and speech communication has aimed to understand how we experience sounds as distinct sources in the environment (reviewed in Yost et al. 2008). This is not a trivial matter for the auditory system. Sound pressure waves generated by multiple concurrent sources in the environment add together to form a composite pressure wave that impinges upon the ears. Audition is essentially tasked with decomposing this composite waveform and assigning its constituent parts to coherent perceptual representations of the different sound sources active in the environment. Sound source perception is thus critical for communicating acoustically with conspecifics, as well as for navigating a world full of other potentially beneficial (prey) or harmful (predator) sound sources. By comparison with humans, we know relatively little about sound source perception in nonhuman animals (Hulse 2002; Bee & Michely 2008). Two critical aspects of sound source perception discussed in this section involve the integration of sounds arising from the same source or event into perceptually distinct units (‘objects’) and their segregation from other sounds in the environment, especially the background noise generated by other signalling animals.

Signals as Perceptual Objects

The basic unit of perception is the ‘object’ (Spelke et al. 1993; Scholl 2001). Based on work primarily in the visual system, objects are loosely considered spatio-temporally bounded feature clusters (Scholl 2001). For something to be perceived as an object, it must move through space and time as a single coherent, bounded unit. Forming perceptual objects involves binding features $x$, $y$ and $z$ into a coherent representation of ‘object A’; this is not the same as detecting that ‘object A’ is present (versus absent) or discriminating between ‘object A’ and ‘object B’ based on differences in the values of features $x$, $y$ or $z$. Object perception refers to mechanisms by which nervous systems bind those features together that belong together. The concept of an ‘auditory object’ has been used to describe coherent representations that correspond both to sound sources (e.g. a voice) and to specific acoustic events (e.g. a vocalization) (Griffiths & Warren 2004; Miller & Cohen 2010). While forming auditory objects seems critical to receiving acoustic communication signals (Darwin 2008), we know little about how nonhuman receivers accomplish this task. An expanded view of receiver psychology considers communication signals or their sources as perceptual objects in a receiver’s environment and the processes leading to their formation (e.g. Gentner 2008; Miller & Cohen 2010).

Auditory object formation

Two general forms of perceptual grouping in auditory object formation can be distinguished (Bregman 1990). ‘Sequential integration’ involves the grouping of temporally separated sounds from the same source (e.g. notes, song motifs, words) into a coherent ‘auditory stream’ that unfolds through time and can be selectively attended to by receivers (Fig. 1). ‘Simultaneous integration’ refers to the perceptual binding of different, simultaneously occurring spectral components from one source (e.g. harmonics, formants) into a single coherent representation. Both forms of grouping can be illustrated with a musical example. After hearing a pianist play...
middle C (C4), we perceive a single, integrated note having a certain pitch and not separate, simultaneous notes corresponding to the multiple harmonics of a fundamental frequency of 261.6 Hz. This would be an example of simultaneous integration. Our ability to recognize temporally separated notes played on a piano as a coherent melody unfolding through time represents simultaneous integration in action. As illustrated in Fig. 1, both sequential and simultaneous integration may be critical for the reception of acoustic signals in many animals (Hulse 2002; Bee & Micheyl 2008).

Both bottom–up and top–down processes contribute to forming auditory objects in humans (Bregman 1990; Feng & Ratnam 2000; Näätänen et al. 2001; Carlyon 2004). Bottom–up mechanisms appear to analyse a relatively small number of stimulus features that function as low-level cues for grouping sound elements arising from the same source (see Fig. 2). These grouping cues include common onsets and offsets, harmonicity (i.e. common fundamental frequency, F0), common patterns of amplitude modulation, spectral and temporal proximity, common timbre, and perhaps to a lesser extent, common spatial location (reviews in Hartmann 1988; Bregman 1990; Darwin & Carlyon 1995; Darwin 1997; Bee & Micheyl 2008). The interplay between these stimulus-driven cues and the modulating effects of top–down processing are nicely illustrated in studies of ‘auditory streaming’ in humans using simple tones to investigate sequential integration (Bregman 1990; Carlyon 2004; Snyder & Alain 2007).

When presented with rapid sequences of two alternating tones (A and B) arranged as repeating triplets (ABA... where the dash indicates silence), we can have two distinct perceptual experiences depending on the frequency separation (∆F) between the A and B tones (van Noorden 1975). When the two tones are similar in frequency (i.e. high spectral proximity), we tend to hear a single, integrated sequence with a galloping rhythm comprising tones jumping up and down in frequency (e.g. ABA–ABA–ABA...; Fig. 3a). As spectral proximity decreases, however, our percept changes dramatically. At sufficiently large frequency separations, the A and B tones perceptually ‘split’ into separate ‘auditory streams’ consisting of only A tones or only B tones, each with an isochronous rhythm, one half the rate of the other; the galloping rhythm is lost (e.g. A–A–A–A–A–A... and –B––B––B––B....; Fig. 3b). The tendency to hear two streams also generally increases with faster tone sequences as a result of increased temporal proximity between consecutive tones of the same frequency.

Three important points are worth making with this example. First, the minimum frequency separation causing the tones to split into separate streams depends on the instructions given to listeners (Fig. 3c). When asked to listen analytically for the isochronous rhythms corresponding to the split, two-stream percept, subjects report hearing two streams at much smaller frequency separations.
(the ‘fission boundary’ in Fig. 3c) compared to when they are asked to listen instead for the integrated, galloping rhythm (the ‘temporal coherence boundary’ in Fig. 3c). Second, at some intermediate frequency separations, listeners can wilfully shift their attention between the two percepts, an acoustic example of perceptual bistability (Fig. 3c). Together, these two observations illustrate the interplay between bottom-up and top-down mechanisms.

Bottom-up mechanisms related to frequency selectivity, forward suppression and neural adaptation process stimulus properties at low levels of the auditory system and contribute to forming two-stream percepts by segregating neural responses to tones of different frequency in tonotopic space (Fishman et al. 2001, 2004; Bee & Klump 2004, 2005; Pressnitzer et al. 2008; Bee et al. 2010). Yet in some cases, top-down processes related to the listener’s attention and expectations influence what is ultimately perceived (i.e. one or two streams) by determining whether the A and B tones are assigned to the same or different auditory streams. Finally, whether listeners hear one or two auditory streams is not a simple matter of detecting the presence or absence of A versus B tones, or discriminating between them; two suprathreshold tones differing in frequency may be highly discriminable yet fail to segregate into separate streams (Rose & Moore 2005).

**Forming perceptual objects of signals**

Assigning the interleaved or overlapping signal elements produced by two or more nearby animals to different auditory objects would seem fundamental for many acoustically mediated behaviours, such as finding relatives in a colony (Aubin & Jouventin 2002) or eavesdropping on signalling interactions in a communication network (Langemann & Klump 2005; Peake 2005). Differences in pitch related to differences in fundamental frequency (i.e. reduced spectral proximity) allow human listeners to segregate not only interleaved tone sequences (Fig. 3), but also concurrent, overlapping voices (Brokx & Nooteboom 1982; Bird & Darwin 1998). Studies using simplified tone-like sounds in psychophysical studies of goldfish (Fay 1998), starlings (MacDougall-Shackleton et al. 1998), ferrets (Ma et al. 2010) and monkeys (Izumi 2002) have shown these nonhuman animals also possess capabilities of auditory streaming. Only two studies, however, have investigated auditory streaming in the context of nonhuman
animal communication. Schul & Sheridan (2006) were first to do so in showing that auditory interneurons in the katydid, Neoconecephalus retusus, can segregate streams of conspecific songs and bat echolocation calls based on differences in their spectrottemporal structures. Niyyananda & Bee (2011) recently showed that auditory stream segregation based on naturally occurring frequency differences facilitates receiving conspecific signals amid the many overlapping calls in mixed-species frog choruses.

In addition to spectral proximity, there is accumulating evidence that other stimulus–driven grouping cues exploited by humans also operate in the communication systems of nonhuman animals. For example, Geissler & Ehret (2002) showed that common onsets of harmonics were an important component of the structure of mouse (Mus domesticus) pup wriggling calls that promoted simultaneous integration by receivers. Shifting the timing of the first harmonic by only 20–30 ms before or after other harmonics reduced the signal’s ability to elicit stereotyped maternal behaviours. Dent et al. (2008) recently showed that common onsets may have much stronger influences in promoting auditory grouping in birds than in humans tested under similar listening conditions. Harmonicity (i.e. common F0) appears to influence call perception in cottontop tamarins, Saginus oedipus (Weiss & Hauser 2002), and North American bullfrogs, Lithobates catesbeianus (Simmons & Bean 2000). Studies of several other frog species suggest disrupting common spatial origin by presenting different components of the same signal from different locations can have large impacts on simultaneous integration (Bee 2010), but perhaps somewhat weaker influences on sequential integration (Schwartz & Gerhardt 1995; Gerhardt et al. 2000; Farris et al. 2002, 2005; Bee & Riemersma 2008). The effects of spatial origin on sequential integration are more pronounced when frogs are forced to choose which of two simultaneous elements to group with a preceding sound (Farris & Ryan 2011).

**Figure 3.** Schematic illustration of auditory streaming and the interplay between top–down and bottom–up influences. (a) When two tones (A and B) are arranged as triplets with small frequency differences (ΔF), we hear a distinctive galloping rhythm. (b) When ΔF is increased, the A and B tones are perceptually segregated into separate auditory streams, each with its own steady, isochronous rhythm. (c) The effects of ΔF (and also tone rate) on auditory streaming depend on how a listener directs their attention. When subjects are asked to listen for the isochronous rhythms, they can do so at the ΔFs indicated along the fission boundary. Below the fission boundary, it is not possible to hear two segregated streams (that is, the two streams are ‘fused’ into one stream). However, when instructed to listen instead for the galloping rhythm, they can do so up to the higher ΔFs along the temporal coherence boundary. Between the fission and temporal coherence boundaries, the one-stream and two-streams percepts exhibit bistability and listeners can voluntarily shift their attention between the two percepts. The location of the fission boundary is thought to be largely determined by relatively low-level, stimulus-driven mechanisms (e.g. frequency selectivity and forward suppression; Bee & Klump 2004). The difference in location between the fission and temporal coherence boundaries reflects the influence of top–down mechanisms. The schematic representation of fission and temporal coherence boundaries in (c) after van Noorden (1975); the X axis depicts a range of about 100 ms and the Y axis depicts a range of about one octave.

**Filling in the gaps**

Sometimes receivers may encounter situations in which they lack all of the acoustic information needed to form coherent auditory objects, such as when part of a signal is masked by a loud but sudden and brief sound. One example familiar to scientists might be when a nearby audience member at a scientific meeting coughs at a key moment during a plenary talk. Studies of phonemic restoration (Warren 1970) in humans have shown we are quite adept at filling in gaps in partially masked speech created by such intermittent bursts of noise (reviewed in King 2007). In fact, human listeners can perceive correct but illusory phonemes in speech tokens in which the phoneme has actually been deleted and replaced with masking noise. More broadly termed ‘auditory induction’ (reviewed in King 2007), similar perceptual illusions have also been demonstrated using acoustic communication signals in monkeys (Miller et al. 2001; Petkov et al. 2003) and songbirds (Braaten & Leary 1999; Seeba & Klump 2009). Hence, receivers in these taxa also possess mechanisms for reconstructing perceptual signals in the face of incomplete or degraded acoustic information. In humans, prior experience with specific words (i.e. a top–down influence) can affect the strength of perceptual restoration (Samuel 1996). At least one study of songbirds suggests top–down influences related to prior experience may also influence the strength of perceptual restoration in some nonhuman animals (Seeba & Klump 2009). In contrast to these earlier studies of humans, monkeys and songbirds, studies of frogs have so far failed to reveal strong evidence for auditory induction (Schwartz et al. 2010; Seeba et al. 2010). These taxonomic differences highlight the potential for diversity in receivers’ psychological landscapes.
Exploiting Noise to Process Signals

For many animals, the perceptual analysis of acoustic scenes requires segregating one or more behaviourally relevant signals from high levels of background noise in social aggregations or communication networks (Hulse 2002; Brumm & Slabbekoorn 2005; Langemann & Klump 2005; Bee & Michely 2008). In noisy social environments, the acoustic signals of other conspecifics represent particularly potent sources of both energetic and informational masking (reviewed in Brumm & Slabbekoorn 2005). The difficulty we experience in understanding speech by one person in multi-talker groups has been termed the ‘cocktail-party problem’ (Cherry 1953; reviewed in McDermott 2009). As we illustrate in this section, detecting and discriminating among signals in such environments may be influenced as much by features of the noise and its relationship to signals as by the design features of signals themselves. That is, detectability and discriminability are not always simple matters of optimal design to maximize signal efficacy. Instead, receivers’ psychological landscapes include mechanisms that exploit certain spatial and temporal relationships between signals and noise to effect a ‘release’ from auditory masking.

Spatial release from masking

Separating target speech from speech-like noise by 90° in azimuth substantially reduces speech recognition thresholds (e.g. by 6–10 dB; reviewed in Bronkhorst 2000). Known as ‘spatial release from masking’, our ability to exploit spatial separation between signals and noise facilitates speech comprehension in noisy social settings. Both bottom-up mechanisms (e.g. processing stimulus-driven binaural cues) and top-down mechanisms (e.g. spatial attention) have been implicated in this process in humans (Shinn-Cunningham et al. 2005). Studies of frogs (Schwartz & Gerhardt 1989; Bee 2007, 2008; Richardson & Lengagne 2010; Nityananda & Bee, in press) and birds (Dent et al. 2009) suggest spatial release from masking might also contribute to functionally important behaviours that depend on segregating individual calls from the background noise of an aggregation. For example, Dent et al. (2009) trained zebra finches, Taeniopygia guttata, and budgerigars, Melopsittacus undulatus, which commonly occur in mixed-species flocks, to categorize the songs of different individual zebra finches. In the presence of biologically realistic noise, subjects reached threshold levels of correct performance at lower (e.g. by 20–30 dB) target-to-masker ratios when signals and noise were separated by 90° compared to a co-localized condition. In studies of grey treefrogs, Hyla chrysoscelis, females experienced masking release (about 3–6 dB) when a target signal and a source of chorus-like noise were separated by 90° compared to co-localized conditions (Bee 2007; Nityananda & Bee, in press). Spatial unmasking also improved females’ discrimination between conspecific and heterospecific calls in chorus noise (Bee 2008).

Dip listening

Receivers can also experience masking release by exploiting temporal fluctuations in the level of background noise. Human listeners, for example, are better able to recognize speech in the presence of speech-like noise when the masker fluctuates in level over time, thereby making speech more audible during brief ‘dips’ in amplitude (reviewed in Füllgrabe et al. 2006). Studies of this so-called ‘dip listening’ in the nightingale grasshopper, Chorthippus biguttulus (Ronacher & Hoffmann 2003), and grey treefrogs, H. chrysoscelis (Vélez & Bee 2011), have shown that both invertebrates and nonhuman vertebrates also experience masking release in temporally fluctuating noise. We might expect masking release in temporally structured noise to be prevalent among receivers, because temporal fluctuations are a prominent feature of background noise (Klump 1996; Nelken et al. 1990; Vélez & Bee 2010).

Two additional points about temporal fluctuations in background noise are pertinent here. First, different parts of the frequency spectrum of environmental noises may undergo similar fluctuations in level over time; that is, temporal fluctuations in the amplitude of noise may often be correlated across frequencies (i.e. ‘comodulated’; Klump 1996; Nelken et al. 1990). Humans can exploit comodulation in background noise to detect signals at lower levels (reviewed in Verhey et al. 2003). Although not yet investigated in nonhuman animals using communication signals, evidence from behavioural studies of fish (Fay 2011), birds (Klump & Langemann 1995; Langemann & Klump 2001, 2007; Jensen 2007) and dolphins (Bransetter & Finneran 2008) suggest receivers may be able to exploit comodulation in acoustic signal perception (for an example with speech perception in humans, see Kwon 2002). Second, the sounds generated by large aggregations of signalling animals can also exhibit species-specific differences in the temporal patterning of amplitude fluctuations that reflect underlying differences in both signal structure and the calling behaviour of individuals composing the aggregation (Vélez & Bee 2010). The extent to which receivers possess mechanisms specialized for exploiting these species-specific level fluctuations (as opposed to more generalized dip-listening abilities) remains an open question.

Multimodal Effects in Sound Source Perception

Increased study of multimodal signalling has been one of the major contributions of the receiver psychology approach (Rowe 1989; Rowe & Guilford 1999). Perhaps not surprisingly, perceiving sound sources is subject to multimodal influences. Among the best known examples of such multimodal interactions in humans include our reliance on lip reading to understand speech under noisy listening conditions (Sumby & Pollack 1954), the McGurk effect demonstrating the combined influence of acoustic and visual information on phoneme determination (McGurk & Macdonald 1976), and the remarkable success of professional ventriloquists in tricking us to perceive talking puppets despite some spatial separation between acoustic and visual components of speech (Alais & Burr 2004). Nonhuman animals also perceptually integrate acoustic signals with visual cues associated with their production, such as an inflating vocal sac in frogs (Rosenthal et al. 2004; Narins et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 2008, 2011) and appropriate facial movements in macaque monkeys (Ghazanfar & Logothetis 2003) and chimpanzees (Izumi & Kojima 2004). These studies serve to illustrate that mechanisms for cross-modal integration in sound source perception may be important features of a receiver’s psychological landscape across diverse taxa. Describing the actual physiological mechanisms of cross-modal sensory integration across divergent species will no doubt be a fruitful avenue for future investigations into multimodal signalling (Romanski & Ghazanfar 2009).

Summary

The handful of available studies on sound source perception in insects, frogs, birds and mammals highlight the potential for diversity in receiver mechanisms. This diversity, in turn, could provide a basis for some interesting comparative investigations into similarities and differences in how animals receive signals. Although acoustic signals are structured according to the physical constraints governing sound production, there is potential scope for evolutionary differences in receiver psychology related to how receivers construct meaningful percepts of those signals amid so many other competing signals and high levels of ambient noise. Describing this diversity in mechanistic terms is necessary to...
understand the evolution of communication systems. In addition, we are unaware of any studies of nonhuman animals explicitly designed to distinguish between the operation of top–down and bottom–up processes in the joint context of sound source perception and communication. There may be important differences awaiting discovery concerning the roles of bottom–up and top–down processes in sound source perception across taxa. We would predict top–down influences to play particularly important roles among vocal learners and in animals exhibiting experience-based social categorization (next section). Another important goal for future research under the receiver psychology paradigm should be to determine the extent to which mechanisms for sound source perception might both drive and constrain signal design and signalling behaviours.

SOCIAL CATEGORIZATION

Receivers must often categorize signallers along one or more dimensions based on features of their signals as well as the social context in which signals are received. This key function of communication has obvious ties to a signal’s discriminability and memorability. However, describing signal-based social categorization simply as a function of the ability of receivers to discriminate and remember signals glosses over some potentially interesting features of, and species differences in, receivers’ psychological landscapes.

A General Framework

The foundations of social categorization are likely based on more generalized cognitive capacities for categorization. Following Rosch (Rosch et al. 1976; Rosch 1978), objects can be categorized at multiple levels along a general-to-specific hierarchy: superordinate, basic-level and subordinate (Fig. 4). A visual object, such as a coffee mug, can simultaneously belong to a superordinate category of ‘container’, a basic-level category of ‘mug’, and subordinate categories of ‘holds hot liquid’ and ‘the colour white’. This hierarchy for categorization borrowed from human cognitive psychology provides a common framework for comparing how receivers in different taxonomic groups accomplish the general task of categorizing other individuals by their signals. For a young male songbird being tutored by his father, for example, a particular vocalization could concurrently belong to the superordinate category of ‘conspecific song’, the basic-level category of ‘song type A’ and subordinate categories of ‘male song’ and ‘parent’s song’ (Fig. 4).

Assignments of signals to superordinate categories (e.g. conspecific versus heterospecific) and basic-level categories (e.g. signal types) may be driven primarily by the recognition of spectrotomtemporal feature combinations idiosyncratic to the species and signal type (e.g. Nelson 1988; Scarry et al. 1999; Gerhardt 2001; Weiss & Hauser 2002; Miller et al. 2004, 2005; Baugh et al. 2008). For some animals (most likely birds and mammals), learning and experience may contribute significantly to categorization at these levels; for many others, however (e.g. insects, fish, frogs), assigning signals to superordinate and basic-level categories may require no previous exposure to signals at all, and may be accomplished using ever more-selective peripheral and central filters tuned to specific acoustic features. Identifying mechanisms for species and call type recognition has been a hallmark of neuroethological studies of animal communication (Gerhardt & Huber 2002).

A central component of social categorization is the ability of receivers to categorize conspecifics at one or more subordinate levels, such those related to a caller’s sex, size or dialect (Gerhardt 1992). Among the best-studied subordinate level categories is individual identity.

Categorizing Individuals

Acoustic signals are individually distinct, and animals as diverse as fish (Myrberg & Riggio 1985), frogs (Bee & Gerhardt 2001a), seabirds (Aubin & Jouventin 2002), songbirds (Brooks & Falls 1975; Nelson 1989), bats (Balcombe 1990), monkeys (Rendall et al. 1996) and dolphins (Sayigh et al. 1999) recognize individual conspecifics based on patterns of individual variation in acoustic signals (reviewed in Bee 2006). While we know that many animals recognize familiar individuals by their acoustic signals, we know far less about the underlying psychological mechanisms of individual recognition.

In some animals, for example, subordinate categorization at the level of specific individuals is based on the ability of receivers to learn idiosyncratic features of a signaller’s voice, such as those related to pitch. This appears to be the case for some songbirds (e.g. Brooks & Falls 1975; Nelson 1989) and frogs (e.g. Bee & Gerhardt 2001a, 2002). But ‘voice recognition’ per se is not the only mechanism enabling subordinate categorization of specific individuals. In European starlings, Sturnus vulgaris, receivers can recognize individuals by memorizing large sets of individually distinctive song types and their sequential ordering within song bouts (Gentner & Hulse 1998, 2000; Gentner 2004). Recognition, therefore, is based on the receiver’s ability to organize the song’s overall temporal structure into a hierarchy of individually distinctive bout sequences (Gentner 2008; Comins & Gentner 2010). Because of this hierarchical structure, starlings need only to hear a short sequence of motifs in order to recognize an individual’s identity (Knudsen et al. 2010). The available work on frogs and songbirds suggest that a diversity of cues, and hence mechanisms for processing them, may be involved in subordinate categorization of specific individuals.

An exclusive focus on signals and their discriminability and memorability misses some other important aspects of social categorization by receivers. For example, recent work with domestic horses, Equus caballus, and rhesus macaques, Macaca mulatta, indicates that individual recognition in these species is cross-modal, meaning that receivers have a complex, multidimensional representation of known individuals that includes not only information on idiosyncratic features of their vocalizations, but also what they look and/or smell like (Proops et al. 2009; Sliwa et al. 2011). This is perhaps quite similar to our own human experience of individual recognition, which is also multidimensional. As these studies illustrate, social categorization at the level of the individual is not necessarily a simple function of a signal’s discriminability and memorability within a particular sensory modality.

Figure 4. Three levels of categorization following Rosch (1978) and illustrated for a coffee mug and a zebra finch song.
Categorizing Social Relationships

In addition to multidimensional representations of specific individuals, receivers in some species also may possess rich social knowledge about individuals that can be accessed upon receiving a signal or hearing signals in particular contexts. Experimentally manipulating the context of signal reception may often be the only way to probe the boundaries of receivers’ social categories and knowledge about relationships among categories. An elegant set of field playback experiments conducted on chacma baboons, Papio hamadryas ursinus, illustrates the significance of context to social categorization. In this species, dominant females typically produce a grunt when approaching a subordinate female. A common response of the subordinate female in this situation is to produce a fear bark. In a field playback experiment, Cheney et al. (1995) presented a sequence of calls that was socially consistent (grunt of a dominant followed by the fear bark of a subordinate), while in a second condition they broadcast a socially inconsistent sequence of calls (grunt of a subordinate followed by the fear bark of a more dominant individual). Subjects were significantly more responsive during the socially inconsistent condition, suggesting they not only recognized the two individuals, but that vocal recognition also led to recall of knowledge about their relative social rank. Bergman et al. (2003) subsequently showed that baboons categorized not only the relative rank of all individuals across the group, but their relative position within and between their respective matrilines as well. Together these data suggest that baboons recognize not just individuals but also their place in more complex social networks. Importantly, these social categorizations are inextricably bound to the perception of acoustic signals in particular contexts.

Summary

Mechanisms for social categorization represent important features of receivers’ psychological landscapes. Broadening our conception of receiver psychology would provide a valuable framework for considering the multiple levels at which signals can be categorized in social recognition, the neural mechanisms by which these categorizations are made, and the social knowledge receivers can access in memory based on receiving those signals. Given the prevalence of individual vocal recognition in animals, comparative studies of social categorization at the subordinate level of individuals might bring to light some interesting similarities and differences in categorization across diverse taxa. By taking a broad taxonomic approach, it may be possible to evaluate the relationship between the sophistication of social categorization and the requisite underlying mechanisms for this aspect of receiver psychology.

TEMPORAL INTEGRATION AND ORGANIZATION

Another important aspect of a receiver’s psychological landscape, and one potentially tied more directly to detectability, discriminability and memorability, involves the integration and organization of acoustic information over behaviourally relevant timescales. The basic act of detecting acoustic signals requires integration of sensory input over time (Heil & Neubauer 2003). But beyond hearing threshold determinations, receivers’ abilities to integrate and organize acoustic information over different timescales are critical for communication in many different contexts. For example, Pacific treefrogs, Pseudacris regilla, integrate a minimum number of pulses produced at the correct rates to make basic-level categorizations of advertisement calls and encounter calls (Rose & Brenowitz 2002), a process that likely involves midbrain neurons that count (Alder & Rose 1998; Edwards et al. 2002). Emperor penguins, Aptenodytes forsteri, and cottontop tamarins (S. oedipus) must integrate information over minimum numbers of call syllables before they can categorize conspecifics to the subordinate level of specific individuals (Aubin & Jouventin 2002; Miller et al. 2005). Many animals modify the temporal sequence of signal elements (e.g. syllables or call types) in various contexts (e.g. Robinson 1979; Searcy 1982; Payne & Payne 1985; Mitani & Marler 1989; Searcy et al. 1995). Evidence that these signal modifications subsequently alter what is actually communicated, and thereby function as syntax, is more limited (Searcy & Nowicki 1999; Freeberg & Lucas 2002; Zuberbühler 2002; Clucas et al. 2004). Nevertheless, syntax would require receivers to organize signal information over timescales longer than individual signal elements.

Working Memory and Change Detection

A primary cognitive constraint to consider is the temporal window over which sounds can be organized into meaningful units of communication. Fundamental psychological processes, such as change/novelty detection (Simons 1996; Ranganath & Rainer 2003) and working memory (Baddeley 2003), may ultimately be the foundation for the mechanisms underlying the integration of temporal information during acoustic interactions. For example, a recent study of European starlings (S. vulgaris) found that this species’ ability to use sequences of motifs for individual recognition is made possible, at least in part, by holding series of acoustic units in working memory (Comins & Gentner 2010). Other work with this same species has identified differences in the persistence times of auditory memories depending on whether the birds were required to remember spectral or temporal acoustic information (Zokoll et al. 2007, 2008). Working memory also influences the mating decisions that female túngara frogs, Engystomops pustulatus, make in response to males that add multiple ‘chucks’ to the simple ‘whine’ component of the species-specific advertisement call (Akre & Ryan 2010). Such processes may be involved in many aspects of acoustic communication, such as the stimulus-specific habituation hypothesized to underlie vocally mediated dear enemy recognition in some territorial animals (Bee & Gerhardt 2001b).

Tonic Signalling

The emission of a continuous sequence of signals or reciprocal signal exchanges over relatively long periods of time (e.g. minutes or hours), known as ‘tonic signalling’ (Schleidt 1973), represents an example of acoustic communication that requires receivers to integrate information over temporal windows much longer than individual signals. Tonic signalling can convey information both in a monotonous sequence of signals and in changes in these sequences, such as alterations in the temporal pattern or even the complete cessation of signalling. In Richardson’s ground squirrels, Spermophilus richardsonii, for example, evenly spaced elements in tonic alarm calling increase vigilance in groupmates, while a more variable temporal patterning leads to a decrease in the same behaviours (Sloan & Hare 2004). Tonic production of contact calls in bobwhite quail, Colinus virginianus, seems to communicate a lack of danger as group members are foraging in dense brush, while a cessation of calling communicates the presence of danger, leading individuals to freeze (Stokes 1967). In túngara frogs (E. pustulatus), the cessation of repeated calling by one or a few males simulated by playbacks was sufficient to silence small choruses (Dapper et al. 2011). In highly voluble species with diverse acoustic repertoires, such as many New World primates, information may commonly be conveyed not only by individual vocalizations, but also in the pattern of tonic calling across individuals in the group. The significance of tonic signalling in animal communication systems is not
fully known, in part, because emphasis is more typically placed on what might be called ‘phasic signalling’ and direct functional relationships between individual signals and a receiver’s immediate behavioural response. Considerably more work is needed on tonic communication systems, as they may reveal particularly dynamic cognitive features of a receiver’s psychological landscape in some species.

Summary

Organizing acoustic signals along a temporal dimension is central to many elements of communication behaviour. For acoustic communication, signalling and receiving can never be divorced from considerations of time. What is striking to us is that time is inextricably connected to so many different aspects of signal reception and a receiver’s psychological landscape, from influencing signal detection thresholds to forming auditory objects, discriminating between call types and recognizing specific individuals. We believe characterizing these diverse processes in terms relating only to signal detectability, discriminability and memorability potentially misses many interesting questions related to diversity in the underlying mechanisms for organizing and integrating signals over time.

DECISION MAKING

It is often convenient, and has been common historically, to conceive of ‘acts’ of communication as discrete exchanges of information between one signaler and one receiver with well-defined beginnings (a signaler signals) and outcomes (a receiver responds). But communication is frequently interactive and dynamic, and social environments for signalling are typically quite complex (McGregor 2005). In light of these circumstances, decision making is an important aspect of a receiver’s psychological landscape. While animals must ‘decide’ whether a signal is present, whether two signals differ, or whether a signal matches a learned template, many other decisions seem to go beyond simple issues of detectability, discriminability and memorability.

Whether, What and When?

Upon receiving signals, animals face decisions about whether, what and when behaviour will be generated in response (Lee 2010). These decisions differ in their range of possible options. The decision about whether to respond is binary (i.e. a response is generated or it is not). The occurrence of a response can be influenced by a suite of ecological and social factors, such as whether the individual perceives the initial signal as being directed towards them or another conspecific (Engh et al. 2006). An individual deciding not to produce any response can have important behavioural implications and should not be overlooked. Importantly, it may be difficult in practice to distinguish between legitimate decisions not to respond and failures to perceive signals or differences between them. Reliance on prior results from psychophysical experiments may be necessary to assess the likelihood of legitimate no responses. In terms of what behavioural response to produce, there may be graded decisions, for example about the magnitude of a response (e.g. graded signals given in response to calls of escalating territorial challengers; Wagner 1989b). Alternatively, decisions may involve selection of a particular response from a range of finite choices appropriate to the context, such as when subordinate chacma baboons respond to the grunts of dominants by producing a fear bark. Decisions about when to produce a response are always made on a continuous temporal scale. Nevertheless, responses to signals must be made close enough in time after the reception of the initiating signal so that too much time does not elapse for conspecifics to determine it was a response to the initial signal (Miller et al. 2009b). As social environments become more dynamic and complex, so too do the problems of monitoring environmental events (e.g. other signalers in a communication network) to decide whether, what and when to respond.

Acoustic signalling by male frogs and New World monkeys illustrates the diversity of ways receivers’ decisions about whether, what and when to respond can depend on monitoring dynamic social environments. In frogs, for example, decisions about whether to vocally defend a calling site against intrusion by another signaler or to adopt silent satellite behaviour can depend on the receiver’s subordinate level categorization of the signaller’s size and fighting ability (Wagner 1989a). Decisions about what to signal (e.g. sexual advertisement versus aggression) can depend on the perceived proximity and individual identity of nearby neighbours in the chorus; these decisions exhibit high levels of dynamic plasticity that allow male frogs to tailor their signalling behaviour according to spatial and temporal variation in local social environments (e.g. Brenowitz & Rose 1994; Bee & Gerhardt 2001a; Humfeld et al. 2009). A key process determining when a male frog calls may involve an inhibitory resetting mechanism by which his intrinsic calling rhythm is altered or reset by the perception of a neighbour’s calls (Greenfield 2005). The inhibitory control over the timing of signal production in frogs is not limited to hearing only the nearest neighbour. For example, in playback experiments with tãngara frogs (E. pustulosisus), Greenfield & Rand (2000) showed that decisions about when to vocalize depended on a set of rules governed by selective attention to a subset of nearby calling males.

Recent work on common marmosets, Callithrix jacchus, also illustrates how various processes of decision making occur during acoustic communication. Visually occluded marmosets produce species-specific long distance calls known as ‘phees’. Typically, conspecifics produce a phee in response to hearing one, a vocal behaviour known as an antiphonal call. As this interactive behaviour involves long sequences of alternating antiphonal calls, it reflects the fluid role reversal between signaler and receiver that can occur within individuals. Upon hearing an initiating phee call, marmosets must decide whether, what and when to produce the antiphonal response. Deciding whether to respond appears based on a combination of the social relationships of the individuals involved: (1) familiarity, as marmosets engage in longer antiphonal calling bouts with their cagemates than with other individuals (Miller & Wang 2006), and (2) the degree to which the other callers abide by the ‘social rules’. Interactive playback experiments revealed that animals delaying their antiphonal call response beyond the socially permissible range are less likely to receive a subsequent antiphonal call from the other animal (Miller et al. 2009b). The latency of the antiphonal response seems to be an important cue for determining whether a particular conspecific is actively engaging in the vocal interaction with the individual. While all antiphonal calls in common marmosets are the species-typical phee call, decisions about the specific form this call will take (i.e. what to produce) are somewhat more complicated. Callers appear to plan specific spectral and temporal features of the vocalization prior to call production, such as the frequency contour and duration of each pulse (Miller et al. 2009a). The resulting acoustic structure may then have an impact on subsequent interactions. Decisions about the timing of when antiphonal calls are produced are significant because if the vocalization is to be considered an antiphonal call it must occur within a particular time window following the preceding call (Miller et al. 2009b). Within the socially acceptable time, more subtle changes in the latency to call may also carry communicative information. Miller & Wang (2006) found that the latency to call antiphonally depended on the social relationship of the two callers engaged in the interaction, suggesting that response latency is not arbitrary and may
communicate a specific message to the other caller. These studies of antiphonal calling in marmosets show how decision is not a unitary process, but can involve multiple components, each of which can influence the subsequent behaviour of receivers.

Summary

Decisions about what, when and how to respond to a received signal must be made for any communication behaviour to be initiated, especially in species for which communication is an inherently interactive act in which individuals frequently switch roles between signaler and receiver. For signalers in many species, producing a signal is not purely reflexive, but involves dynamic decision processes after receiving signals in constantly changing social environments. The sophistication and control of these processes are sure to vary taxonomically. Given the dynamic, interactive nature of communication in many systems, the perceptual and cognitive processes involved in decision making by receivers represent key linkages between sensory transduction and motor output and, as such, are critical features of receivers’ psychological landscapes that should be investigated more thoroughly in future comparative studies.

CONCLUSIONS

The emergence of receiver psychology some 20 years ago was prompted, in part, by a need to explain the bewildering diversity of signal forms found in nature, and in part as a response to previous emphases on the strategic (as opposed to tactical) designs of signals (Guilford & Dawkins 1991, 1993). The receiver psychology paradigm has led research on animal communication to uncover how diversity in signal design may be influenced by selection in response to psychological mechanisms in receivers that influence a signal’s detectability, discriminability and memorability. What about the potential diversity of mechanisms for receiving those signals? An important priority for future research conducted under the banner of receiver psychology should be to investigate the evolution of receivers’ psychological landscapes. This will entail identifying the proximate mechanisms, functional consequences and evolutionary histories associated with similarities and differences in perceptual and cognitive solutions to shared problems across different lineages. We concede this is no simple challenge. The elaborate and showy signals that draw so many scientists and casual observers to animal behaviour may turn out to be relatively easy to study compared to the internal perceptual and cognitive mechanisms by which receivers process them.

All of the perceptual and cognitive processes discussed above, and others not discussed here (Gentner & Margoliash 2002), represent potential features of a receiver’s psychological landscape that play critical functional roles in communication. In keeping with the original scope of receiver psychology, many open questions remain concerning how the perceptual and cognitive processes discussed above might influence the evolution of signal design. Answering these questions should also be an important goal for future studies within the receiver psychology framework. However, if we are to understand the evolution of animal communication, we must also understand the mechanisms underlying the perceptual and cognitive processing of signals, as well as their evolution. Any paradigm placing emphasis predominantly on signal evolution and signaler behaviour will necessarily tell only part of the story of animal communication.

Broadening the notion of a receiver’s psychological landscape to include the full range of perceptual and cognitive processes involved in receiving communication signals bridges traditional boundaries between studies of cognitive aspects of animal behaviour (e.g. Griffin 1984; Allen & Bekoff 1997; Dukas & Ratcliffe 2009; Shettleworth 2009) and neuroethological studies of communication and sensory biology (e.g. Gentner & Margoliash 2002; Gerhardt & Huber 2002; Romanski & Ghazanfar 2005; Miller & Cohen 2010). Our goal in discussing experimental studies of a diversity of taxa was to illustrate that many of the basic problems experienced by receivers are widely shared. Indeed, much of our initial motivation for writing this essay arose because the two authors study communication in two very different and distantly related taxa (C.T.M., monkeys; M.A.B., frogs). We believe much can be learned about the proximate mechanisms underlying acoustic communication and their evolution by investigating potentially different solutions to common problems of signal reception in diverse taxonomic groups (e.g. Gerhardt & Huber 2002). Looking forward, we submit that rigorous comparative approaches within a broadened receiver psychology paradigm could, over the coming decades, reveal a great deal about the mechanisms and evolution of the perceptual and cognitive processes composing receivers’ psychological landscapes.
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